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The importance of the media economy became apparent in the re-organization of large enterprises of the 1980s and 1990s. Due to regulatory, technological and financial changes, media has become the target of takeovers, breakups, mergers and acquisitions. Economic communication has become more than understanding cash flow in a single business organization. This book
is designed to focus on economic principles in the field of business and apply them to specific media industries. It examines the process of media economic decision-making through exploration of topics such as industrial restructuring, regulatory restrictions on communication activities and changes in economic value. The first part of this book focuses on the concerns of media
economics, economic and business analytical techniques, and the overall characteristics of the rapidly changing media environment. The second part looks at economic practices in specific media industries. Content: Forely. Part I: Economic and structural value. J. Owers, R. Carveth, A. Alexander, Introduction to Media Economics Theory and Practice. R. Corn-Revere, R.
Carveth, Economic and Communications Regulations. G.W. Ozanich, M.O. Wirth, Structure and Change: Media Industry Overview. C.A. Hollifield, International Media Economics. Part II: Industries and practices. R.G. Picard, Economist of the Daily Journalism Industry. A.N. Greco, Economics books and magazines. D.A. Ferguson, broadcast television network. BJ Bates, T.
Chambers, Economist of the Cable Industry. D. Gomery, Economics of Hollywood: Money and Media. A.B. Albarran, Economist of the Contemporary Radio Industry. E.W. Rothenbuhler, T. McCourt, Economist of the Recording Industry. M.A. Shaver, Economics of the Advertising Industry. R. Carveth, Economics of Online Communication. Academia.edu no longer supports the
Internet Explorer.To browse Academia.edu the wider internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to upgrade your browser. Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, tailor ads, and improve the user experience. By using our website, you consent to our collection of information through the use of cookies. To learn more, see our Privacy Policy.× With the
rapid change in the structure and value of the media industry in recent years, understanding the mechanisms of such change is critical to providing insight into the processes that reproduce modern trends in the media economy , instead of simply recording historical patterns. Editors Alison Alexander, James Owers, and Rodney Carveth have included contributions here that
address the concerns of economic media, economic and business analysis techniques, and the overall characteristics of rapidly changing media environments, in addition to real testing economics in specific media industries. The text ends with a review of changes in international and economic economic practice of online media, and consideration technological change will be a
factor in economic success. Essential for learning at all levels, Media Economics: Theory and Practice is at the fore in modern and practical media economics theory. Page 2 2
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